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Abstract:
The security outlook of prison management has transitioned over the years in the Israeli Prison Services
and worldwide. This in essence means a shift from holding prisoners and preventing their escape from
legal custody, to a state where an attempt is made to rehabilitate the prisoner, give him corrective tools
and reinsert him into society as a useful normative citizen. This change is especially prominent in the
democratic western countries with an emphasis on Europe.
At the Prison Service in Israel there is constant tension between two goals: the security goal and the
treatment goal. The Prison Service in Israel developed a specialty in handling the criminal prisoner
population, which is both complex and heterogeneous. This organizational specialty is manifested in an
understanding that has developed over the years, regarding the ability of the different correction fields to
create, in combination between them, leverage for obtaining goals.
This specialty is the understanding that the safety of the prisoners in the prison is the basis for practice in
the treatment field, together with treatment, education and employment which are the “stabilizers” of the
security in the prison.1 This approach refers mainly to criminal prisoners, residents of the country, who
after their incarceration return to the society they were taken from. The understanding that there are
prisoners that are not residents of the country and whose reason for arrest is not criminal began to develop
in the country after the Six Day War.
This development was not a result of a political or organizational policy but as a result of a new
perception of security prisoners built during series of hunger strikes that led Israel to ease the living
conditions of security prisoners due to the probable impact of these events in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza.
A leading principle in the organizational policy was creating an independent management mechanism for
security prisoners. This management method enabled the conditions of radicalization and substantial
expansion of terrorism within and outside the prison.

1

Sagi Debby (2007) Security Goals and Treatment in the Prison Service, Between Declaration and Commitment, A
Window into a Prison 11, the Prison Service, Spokesmanship, Ramla, page 6.
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Between the years 1969 to 1970 the first signs of the formation of internal leadership among security
prisoners were seen. This leadership has grown as a result of the Prison Service initiative to appoint from
amongst the security prisoners, a prisoner for every ward that will serve as the prisoners’ representative in
the prison. After this leadership was formulated between 1971 and 1972, it began to adopt different
methods to achieve improvement in the terms of confinement. The leaders resorted to varied methods that
included hunger strikes, refusal to go on outings, refusal to receive visits, returning meals and in some
cases they even responded with physical violence, making noise, singing, rioting and throwing objects. At
the same time they also put pressure on outside entities such as the media, welfare organizations and
outside support organizations, the Red Cross, lawyers and members of the Knesset.2 The State of Israel
recognized the prisoners as citizens of a country arrested by the occupying state in accordance with the
Fourth Geneva Convention but without recognition of the territories as occupied territories. This created a
problematic legal situation without setting a clear political directive.3 Over the years, the security
prisoners defined themselves as “prisoners of war” and not as security prisoners. Therefore in any
struggle or move they made, they made sure to involve the Red Cross and to have continuous contact with
it. In addition, the prisoners waged an ongoing battle not only to improve their conditions but also to
create an “internal autonomy” while reducing the Prison Service’s involvement in the conduct of their
lives in prison.4 Governments all over the world discussed the issue of separation of criminals and those
arrested for security crimes. There was opposition to this separation in western countries. This resulted in
prisoners arrested for security offenses, were incarcerated in wards shared by criminal prisoners.5 The
September 2001 terrorist attacks perpetrated by Al-Qaeda in the United States resulted in Western
countries changing the management outlook for Muslim prisoners, following the understanding of their
dangerousness.
For purposes of this study, these prisoners (Muslims arrested for crimes of terrorism, sabotage and crimes
against the security of the State) will be called “security prisoners”.
2

The Prison Service (2004), Summary of a Hunger Strike, reference 55436221, pages 3 – 4.
Nitzan Shay (2011): Preparation for a Hunger Strike of the Security Prisoners, interview dated January 10 th 2012,
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Security prisoners, who acted as part of terrorist organizations and committed crimes against national
security, are imprisoned in Israeli jails.6 Some of these terrorist elements previously sought (Fatah) or
seek today (Hamas, Islamic Jihad, the Salafi, the Democratic Front and the Popular Front) Israel's
destruction and severe damage to the national social strength.
Security prisoners – Muslim Arab prisoners that were arrested for crimes defined as harming the state’s
security and public order, and that were carried out for ideological/political reasons. (This definition is not
recognized around the world but is in Israel. However, as it incorporates definitions of terrorists, political
prisoners and politically motivated prisoners, and as it is the most comprehensive definition encompasses,
we will use it).
In the struggle of the terrorist elements against Israel, several major struggles with popular characteristics
broke out in 1987, 1996, 1998 and 2000. These extensive popular struggles are called intifadas by the
Arabs or “events” by Israel. Various literary sources shows that the main causes that led to the outbreak
of the intifadas were the despair and feeling of humiliation due to the harsh living conditions experienced
by the Arab residents in the territories in connection with the resolution of their national and existential
problems.7 In addition to these events the Palestinians waged a violent ideological struggle while
attacking Israeli civilian citizens for nationalistic reasons. A violent ideological struggle against civilians
is terrorism. The intifadas and terrorism have resulted in the diversion of huge resources in Israel in the
handling and arrest of thousands of security prisoners, including leaders of these terrorist organizations.8
Scholarly discourse has a substantial shortage of investigating the significance of the current management
method regarding the security prisoners and the impact of this management on a number of parameters,
including: the convergence and resistance of the prisoners in face of the Prison Service, the ability to
influence the Palestinian street, their effect on increasing the struggle ideology and the radicalization of
junior prisoners, building a generation of leaders, the impact of this generation on the perception the
prisoners have of the democracy required in the territories, etc.
This study seeks to examine the significance of the management method of the Prison Service with
respect to the main leading parameter that is, an ability to achieve radicalization. This radicalization is
essentially made possible due to the option of self-management given to security prisoners, as part of the
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The Prison Service website: http://www.ips.gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/2690B766-416D-4FAB-89C015E4008EDC10/0/Shabas_Id_Heb_08.pdf
7
Shalev Ariye (1990), The Intifada – the Reasons, Characteristics and Ramifications: the Yaffa Papirus Center for
Strategic Studies, the Tel Aviv University, page 22.
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The Prison Service (2004), Summary of a Hunger Strike, reference 55436221, pages 13 – 15.
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current management method that exists regarding the prisoners. Accordingly, an alternative optimal
management method must be considered enabling a more effective coping with this threat.
The study will show a political and organizational assessment of the situation and the insight that the
conduct of the Palestinian populaces directly affected the conduct of security prisoners has developed.
This policy has deepened after 1992 following a hunger strike that broke out in all the prisons and
affected the Palestinian populaces with violent incidents, mostly in Gaza, and influenced the secret talks
held between the Israeli political leadership and the Palestine Liberation Organization led by Yasser
Arafat.9 Accordingly, the perception that a tough policy against the prisoners or alternatively a change in
the status quo will immediately affect the prisoners’ conduct in the prisons and lead to riots, hunger
strikes and extensive violent incidents in the territories, has become entrenched. As a result of this
perception the conduct in respect to the security prisoners is through workers (the guards outside the
ward), and the creation of a mechanism for the prisoners’ independent internal management of
themselves. From a perception of prevention of adverse events, all prisoners are referred to as a uniform
homogeneous group.10
All these create a work environment that allows senior prisoners to create a radicalization process in
Israeli jails almost undisturbed and continue the cycle of terror without any political understanding or
attempt to see how this process can be minimized.
This study attempts to clarify the main danger posed by the method of collective management that has
developed over the years and is practiced to this day in respect of the security prisoners by the Israel
Prison Service.
This research is attempting to prove that the main danger in the existing management system is allowing
senior prisoners to achieve radicalization of prisoners who are junior operatives, to radicalize the ideology
of the junior prisoners and to allow the perpetration of quality terror attacks as a result.
Although one can say that in any management method terror leader’s use will attempt to adhere to their
fight, the existing management system prevents the Prison Service from effectively fighting terrorism.

9

Gabizon Eli, Warden (2012), The Meaning of the Internal Management of Security Prisoners, interview dated
March 5th 2012, recorded and written by the author.
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The Prison Service (2004), Summary of a Hunger Strike, reference 55436221, pages 14 – 15.
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Definitions:
Studies in the field remains divided, as researchers are unable to agree upon a universal definition.
These divisions derive from political, cultural differences, as well as due to the novelty of this field of
research in the world.11
Due to the absence of empirical measures, this article, and in accordance with the 2010 ICSR study, as
well as other studies appearing in the literature review investigating the issue of radicalization in fifteen
Western and Arab countries, we shall define the terms as follows:
Organized radicalization – a process in which the radicalization of opinions and acts of violence for
ideological/political motives occurs, with the assistance of the guiding hand of organizations or extremist
individuals.12
Enabled radicalization - a process in which the radicalization of opinions and acts of violence for
ideological/political motives occurs, without a guiding hand but rather due to environmental, cultural and
political processes. (This definition incorporates a number of studies; however, it is not clarified in
literature).
Security prisoners – Muslim Arab prisoners that were arrested for crimes defined as harming the state’s
security and public order, and that were carried out for ideological/political reasons. (While this definition
is recognized in Israel, it is not a universal definition. However, as it incorporates definitions of terrorists,
political prisoners and politically motivated prisoners, and as it is the most comprehensive definition, we
will use it).13
Reducing radicalization – a non-organized process where tempering and moderation of opinions and
acts of violence for ideological/political motives occurs, without the guiding hand of the state in general
and that of the Prison Service in particular.14
De-radicalization – a comprehensive process shared by all of society’s systems (the Prison Service,
social services, government offices, the community, families, etc.) significantly reducing the opinions and

11

Ganor Boaz (2011): The Meaning of the Internal Management of Security Prisoners, interview dated November
27th 2011, recorded and written by the author.
12
Ibid, 12.
13
Ibid, 12.
14
Ibid, 12.
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acts of violence for ideological/political motives. This definition is unique to countries that attempted to
integrate all of the systems.15
Detection and prevention of radicalization – a process where the security systems attempt to reduce the
radicalization of opinions and acts of violence for ideological/political motives.16
The phases of the study:
The study is conducted in a number of stages –
a.

Collecting all of the data related to the process that led the Prison Service to the current situation
where prisoners have the ability to self-manage internally. At this point written material was
collected from the Prison Service and interviews were conducted with senior officers in the Prison
Service, past and present, focusing on three key points in time:
1. 1992 – When the Security Prisoners Ordinance was legislated by the “Saul” Commission.
2. 2000 – When there was clear interference of the political leadership for achieving peace from
the security prisoners.
3. 2004 – When it seemed that with the backing of the political leadership the erosion in the living
conditions and conduct of the security prisoners could be stopped.

b.

At the second stage, the existing conditions of the security prisoners were examined in connection
with a number of parameters:
1. Examining the significance of the rapid modern advances in Israel that seemed to have reduced
the importance of family among the Arabs in Israel and the Occupied Territories. However,
according to studies, it has not been eliminated and is still significant in its importance.
2. Examining the true impact of the prisoners on violent incidents in the territories by examining
all of the adverse events that occurred in the prisons and their comparison to the events in the
territories, in accordance with the data of the Judea and Samaria Division.

15
16

Ibid, 12.
Ibid, 12.
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3. Examining the legal significance determining the conditions for holding the security prisoners
in conformity with International Law (the Geneva Convention), Israeli law, reviewing case law
of the Supreme Court and the Prison Service ordinances.
4. Examining the security prisoners’ ability to influence the direction of terrorist attacks from
inside the prison according to an examination of case studies of actual events detected by the
General Security Service.
5. Examining the radicalization existing today according to the parameter of the amount of
prisoners who return to prison due to further offenses and their division into categories
according to: being actual perpetrators of terror attacks, active collaborators in terrorism or
their activity as passive collaborators or rioters.
c.

Checking the relevant literature worldwide. The question of how this problem of prison
radicalization is viewed around the world will be specifically examined. How is it treated and to
what extent can it be given a response.

d.

Formulating operational recommendations for the Prison Service to cope with this phenomenon.

Main findings:
a.

The formation of the policy in respect of the security prisoners was determined without a clearly
defined policy, but according to two main axes:
1.

The intensity of the prisoners’ public struggle and its impact on the political level when one of
the most prominent means exerted by the security prisoners to improve their living conditions
and/or to revoke edicts were prolonged hunger strikes that broke out over the years, leading to
improved living conditions for the prisoners, and constitute an important milestone in terms of
the status of the security prisoners and the development of the status of the prisoners’ leaders
in the prisons.
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Background on security prisoners and hunger strikes

Success
Success Success

Success Failure

Success

Success
Successful
strike

Illustration no. 1: the series of the security prisoners’ hunger strikes from their arrival to the Prison
Service until now.
2.

As the political echelon developed political processes versus the Palestinian Authority, the
more it was susceptible in respect of the security prisoners.
# As a result, the political leadership intervened and forced its opinion when concerned about
violent events. This process adversely affected the strength and status of the Prison Service
amongst the security prisoners.

b.

The attitude towards the prisoners in its existing format is easy to operate, and results in peace
without investing a great amount of resources. Furthermore, it reduces the risks for prison staff and
provides good control over the prisoners. On the other hand, it does not reduce or fight terrorism.
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c.

It seems that 2007 was a turning point in the Palestinian Authority’s conduct, and accordingly in
the ability of security prisoners to influence violent incidents in the West Bank.17 18
From June 12th to 14th 2007 Hamas’ Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades used firearms to take over the
government institutions and all areas of the Gaza Strip, while killing Fatah activists who tried to
resist and imprisoning many others. On June 14th, Mahmoud Abbas announced the dismissal of the
Fatah and Hamas unity government. The Palestinian security forces, under his command, began to
arrest members of Hamas and replace them with Palestinian Authority institutions in the West
Bank. The Hamas takeover of the Gaza Strip deepened the separation between Gaza and the West
Bank. While Hamas continued to wage a military confrontation with Israel in varying intensity, the
establishment of Salam Fayyad’s emergency government and Abbas’ renunciation off the dialogue
with Hamas, led to the renewal of the peace process between Israel and the Palestinian Authority.
The Annapolis Conference was held on November 2007, after which a resolution to renew the
discussions on the final status agreement along with implementation of the first phase of the
roadmap was adopted. This process resulted in greater cooperation between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority.19 As a result of this cooperation, an operational decision was adopted by the
Palestinian Authority leadership, headed by Abu Mazen and Salim Fayyad, to build the security
forces in the Palestinian Authority in a serious and responsible manner without the winks that were
characteristic in Yasser Arafat’s time. The Palestinian Authority's problem was the tricky
geographic control existing without a geographic sequence as well as the strong family and tribal
structure found in every district.20
After reviewing all of the events, both in Judea and Samaria, as well as in prisons, we see that in
the crosswise analysis of events there are almost no events from inside the prison projecting on and
initiating violent events in Judea and Samaria; there are no events of disorderly conduct or terrorist
attacks following an incident in the prisons. Events such as the opening of the protest tents etc.
were not considered here, however they do not affect the territories and in practice indeed had no
effect. Out of 376 adverse events among security prisoners in 2007 – 2011 and in examining 206
events in the territories there does not seem to be a direct link to an event in the prisons.

17

Mizrachi Avi (2012): The Meaning of the Internal Management of the Security Prisoners, interview dated
January 9th 2012, recorded and written by the author.
18
A. Senior member of the General Security Service (2011): The Meaning of the Internal Management of the
Security Prisoners, interview dated November 20th 2011, recorded and written by the author.
19
The Hamas Fatah Confrontation in the Gaza Strip entry from the online encyclopedia,
http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A2%D7%99%D7, last entry date February 7th 2012.
20
Mizrachi Avi (2012): The Meaning of the Internal Management of the Security Prisoners, interview dated January
9th 2012, recorded and written by the author.
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Following is a comparison between the data regarding prisons and resulting incidents in the
Occupied Territories:

Graph no. 2: a comparison of events in prisons and tangent events in Judea and Samaria.

Graph no. 3: a comparison of events in prisons and tangent events in Judea and Samaria.
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Graph no. 4: a comparison of events in prisons and tangent events in Judea and Samaria.

Graph no. 5: a comparison of events in prisons and tangent events in Judea and Samaria.
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Graph no. 6: a comparison of events in prisons and tangent events in Judea and Samaria.
Looking at the overall hostile events in prisons from 2007 until the end of 2011 one can see that
hostile events in the prisons do not directly produce violent incidents in the territories.
d.

When we examine all the legal levels, we see that over the years the Prison Service expanded the
Geneva Convention guidelines and set rules regarding conduct in respect of the security prisoners
that did not necessarily stem from the instructions issued by the legislature but rather from other
political pressures. In examining the rulings of the Supreme Court, we see two things:
1.

The Supreme Court wishes that every person and every request will be examined individually
in every situation and that it disapproves of collective treatment. Please note, that an individual
examination of a thousand people or more, is still considered an individual examination.21

2.

The Supreme Court is clear that security prisoners have a level of dangerousness to the public,
which is infinitely higher than that of a criminal prisoner.

e.

An analysis of the arrests of terror cells in prisons (that cannot be publicized as they are classified)
several significant points come up:

21

Nitzan Shay (2011): Preparation for a Hunger Strike of the Security Prisoners, interview dated January 10 th 2012,
recorded and written by the author.
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1.

Israeli prisons are a focus of knowledge and guidance for the infrastructure of Palestinian
terrorist organizations operating in Judea and Samaria.

2.

Of the networks exposed it is evident that the existing conditions in prisons – meaning, the
concentration under one roof of veteran terrorists, filled with ideology from all regions, with
junior operatives seeking guidance and a path, some with extensive operational experience and
the ability to keep in contact with terrorists entities outside the prison, including the field
headquarters, using mobile phones, visitors, lawyers, etc. – creates a potential habitat for
promoting terrorist activities outside the prison walls and for upgrading the operational
capabilities of terrorist organizations.22

f.

To examine whether a process of radicalization takes place during the imprisonment of security
prisoners in Israel, a number of issues were examined:
1.

Number of prisoners returning to prison (recidivism) – this number was determined by
examining the number of sentenced security prisoners who were released between 2000 and
2006. (Note that the prisoners were examined according to 63 offenses for which they were
tried in practice). During this time, 4,877 prisoners were released. According to the same
group of prisoners we examine how many of them returned to prison after their release
between 2000 and 2011. Out of that group, 1,362 prisoners were sentenced and incarcerated
again. Meaning, 28% of the population at that time was re-tried.

2.

Of the total returning prisoners, 140 prisoners were sentenced for criminal offenses and 1,222
for security offenses. The prisoners sentenced for security offenses were cataloged into three
offense groups according to the last serious offense for which they were tried. The groups are:
a.

Group no. 1 is a group of prisoners who are active members of terror groups that were
tried for crimes of murder, treason, manslaughter, etc. In this group there were 259
prisoners, representing 21.2% of all prisoners.

b.

Group no. 2 is a group of prisoners who are active terrorism supporters that were tried
for crimes of throwing a bomb, manufacturing bombs, weapons offenses, national
security offenses, etc. In this group there were 198 prisoners, representing 16.2% of all
prisoners.

22

S. (2010), Guidance of Terror Attacks by Hamas Prisoners in Israel, an analysis of the prominent characteristics
and operational action patterns in the last decade, the General Security Service.
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c.

Group no. 3 is a group of prisoners who are passive supporters of terrorism, public order
offenders, members of an illegal organization, etc. In this group there were 765
prisoners, representing 62.6% of all prisoners.

3.

In all of the groups, the first prison sentence of each prisoner was noted according to the
categories listed above; several prisoners underwent radicalization and were sentenced to more
severe sentences; several prisoners were tried for the same type of offense and some
underwent de-radicalization and were tried for less severe offenses:
a.

When examining all repeat offenders, 281 prisoners underwent radicalization in the
severity of the offense for which they were tried last – representing 23% of all repeat
offenders.

b.

When examining all repeat offenders, 729 prisoners stayed on the same level of severity
of the offense for which they were tried last – representing 60% of all repeat offenders.

c.

When examining all repeat offenders, 204 prisoners underwent de-radicalization in the
severity of the offense for which they were tried last – representing 17% of all repeat
offenders.

This means that out of the total returning prisoner population, the vast majority either
remained on the same level of severity or has risen in the level of severity of their offenses.
g.

In addressing radicalization the Prisons Service faces two fundamental challenges: preventing
radicalization and identifying it in the event it could not be prevented.
An analysis of the action policy adopted by eight countries in the sample indicates that the
management of safe and orderly prisons is a prerequisite for coping with both challenges.
Overcrowded prisons make it difficult for the prison staff to understand what is actually happening
in the confinement wings, resulting in radicals being able to operate freely. This means that only
close physical inspection and monitoring, i.e. placing a guard inside the wing and not relying
simply on electronic measures, can lead to a state of affairs where radicalization becomes difficult
to implement.23

23

Ibid, 35.
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Disorganized prisons cause feelings of insecurity amongst the new or weak prisoners, which
enhances the ability of radicalization to permeate prisons. The radical prisoners will fan these
feelings with spiritual and material support that can create the dependence of the weak operative on
the leading prisoner, thereby increasing the potential for radicalization.24
This understanding highlights the importance of three issues:
a.

The need for a well-trained staff, familiar with the Arabic language, the Muslim religion and
mentality.

b.

The need to create a continuous deterring presence of prison guards in the wing, in order to
reduce the anxiety, fear, loneliness and lack of faith in the future of the prisoners in the wing
and to increase the faith of the inmates in the prison staff.

c.

The need to keep away from the religious expanse the radical prisoners, manipulating the
Islamic narrative and highlighting the radical aspect of the religion.25
An imam prison guard can distance extremists and create that same generator of deradicalization.
However, it is important to understand that fighting radicalization and distancing extremist
prisoners from the religious expanse is not the responsibility of the prison warden or that of
the head of the Prison Service of any country. Due to social religious sensitivity versus a large
Muslim minority (which exists in almost every Western country), determining the policy to
combat radicalization in the country is the responsibility of the political leadership.

24
25

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Main operational recommendations:
To combat the radicalization phenomenon and thus fight terrorism, the following three key insights must
be acted upon:
1.

The campaign to be employed in respect of the security prisoners is that of detection and
prevention of radicalization and thereby preventing the development of terrorism.

2.

The security prisoners must be dealt with as a collective, in terms of risk, and as groups of
individuals/ clans in respect of their holding in safe custody, and accordingly their living conditions
in prison must be determined.

3.

A systemic cooperation is required in order to deal with radicalization. (The Prison Service, the
General Security Service, Israel Police, the Ministry of Information, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, etc.).

The principles of action:
a.

Amending the goals of the Prison Service when fighting terrorism must become a main goal before
the safety of the prison guard.26 27

b.

Amending and adjusting the Prison Service Ordinances relating to security prisoners.

c.

Implementing a gradual entry to the wings on the wing team level, the wing manager and the
warden.

d.

Division of the wings – divide the security prisoners to maximum security prisons, in a distribution
of up to three wings in every prison. The distribution will be according to a matrix containing the
places of residence: Gaza, Judea, Samaria, the State of Israel, when their incarceration will be
according to four categories differing in the living conditions (minimal conditions on a special
level, optimal conditions on level C):
Special level (separated wings) – senior leaders in respect of which there is concrete information on
attempts to carry out terror attacks or who are promoting radicalization in practice, leading to
recruitment of terrorists.

26

Neumann R. Peter (2010), Prisons and Terrorism, Radicalization and De-radicalization in 15 Countries, King's
College London, United Kingdom, page 16-17.
27
Ganor Boaz (2011): The Meaning of the Internal Management of Security Prisoners, interview dated November
27th 2011, recorded and written by the author.
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Level A – ideological leaders, military commanders, and those promoting radicalization in prison.
Level B - supporters of terrorism and new prisoners on whose conduct there is no information.
Level C – prisoners on whom there is no information from the past year, rioters or passive
supporters of terrorism.
*

It is important to understand that the levels are not constant for the entire term of incarceration and
there are fluctuations in accordance with the prisoner’s positive or negative behavior.

*

At this stage the prisoner's family must be included (calls, letters) to promote the family
involvement in encouraging the prisoner to strive for advancement in the wings.

e.

Allocation of positions 1.

Allocation of an accompanying team and imam guard for every security prison.

2.

Establishment of a department for the tracking and identification of radicalization in the Prison
Service’s Intelligence Division, shared by the General Security Service, the Israel Police and
the Prison Service.

f.

Staff training for the detection and prevention of radicalization.

g. Conducting continuing research and establishing an organizational database.
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